For the discrete memoryless channel (X ; Y; W) we give characterisations of the zero{ error erasure capacity C er and the zero{error average list size capacity C a`i n terms of limits of suitable information resp. divergence quantities (Theorem 1). However, they don't \single{letterize".
Introduction
We study a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) with input alphabet X , output alphabet Y , and transmission matrix W . By adding letters, if necessary, we can always assume that X Y . Recall that for two words x n 2 X n and y n 2 Y n W n (y n jx n ) = n Y t=1 W(y t jx t ):
(1.1)
Our studies are devoted to cases with zero{error probabilities for decisions (see 1]). They concern the performance of this channel for transmission codes under two criteria, namely, the erasure probability and the average list size. We also introduce identi cation codes with zero{error probability for misrejection.
Let us x any blocklength n . A code C for the channel is simply a subset of X n . M = jCj is the size of the code. For y n 2 Y n L(y n ; C) = c 2 C : W n (y n jc) > 0 (1.2) are the lists associated with C and (y n ; C) = jL(y n ; C)j (1.3) are their sizes. We use the short{hands L(y n ) and`(y n ) , if it is clear which code C is used. The set of erasures is Y er = y n 2 Y n :`(y n ) > 1 : (1.4) The associated erasure probability is P er = 1 M X c2C X y n 2Y er W n (y n jc) (1.5) and the associated average list size is L = 1 M X c2C X y n 2Y n W n (y n jc)`(y n ):
De ne M(n; ) as the maximal size of a code of blocklength n with erasure probability at most and de ne the (zero{error) erasure capacity C er = lim !0 lim n!1 1 n log M(n; ): (1.7) 3 Similarily, de ne c M(n; ) as the maximal size of a code of blocklength n with average list size at most and de ne the (zero{error) average{list size capacity C a`= lim !1+ lim n!1 1 n log c M(n; ): (1.8)
Our rst result, Theorem 1 in Section 2, gives a characterisation of both quantities, C er and C a`, in terms of limits of suitable information resp. divergence quantities.
However, they don't \single{letterize": already for W = 0 @ optimisation is better than the one letter optimisation: rate value 0.6156 : : : versus 0.6128 : : : . Next we analyse our formulas for C er and C a`f or low noise channels W " . They are de ned by the properties that for every x 2 X Y there is a non{empty S(x) Y r fxg with W " (xjx) = 1 ? " and W " (yjx) = "jS(x)j ?1 ; if y 2 S(x);
where " is small. We establish relations to the capacity C de of zero{error detection codes for W " .
Recall that a detection code for a channel W of blocklength n is simply a subset C X n Y n . The associated probability of undetected errors is
W n (c 0 jc): (1.12) In the classical AWAC{system the receiver asks for retransmission, if his received word is not in C , that is, if he detects an error. C is a zero{error detection code, if P de = 0 , that is, W n (c 0 jc) = 0 for all c; c 0 2 C; c 6 = c 0 :
( Recall that in identi cation the role of code words is taken by probability distributions from P(X n ) , the set of all PD's on X n . Thus C = fP i : 1 i Ng P(X n ) is an identi cation code. 4 We are now interested in a decoding rule fD i : 1 i Ng which guarantees for all i 2 f1; : : :; Ng with probability one that i is accepted, if it is present. Therefore
Furthermore, we are interested in having the maximal probability of misacceptance P ma = max i max j6 =i X y n 2D j W n (y n jx n )P i (x n )
small. Obviously the best choice for the D i 's is with equality in (1.14). We call (P i ; D i ) : 1 i N an identi cation code with zero misrejection probability and misacceptance probability P ma . Let N(n; ) be the maximum size of such a code of length n and with P ma . In short we speak of the zero{error identi cation capacity C oid , if inf >o lim n!1 1 n log log N(n; ) C oid inf >o lim n!1 1 n log log N(n; ): (1.15)
Our Theorem 3 says that C oid equals the zero{error erasure capacity for transmission C er . cording to the uniform distribution on T n P (or T n X ), the set of words x n of type P x n = P . Let this selection be described by the random variables U 1 ; : : :; U M . Its analysis requires a few auxiliary results. It proceeds via an upper bound on the mean value of`(y n ) . Set rst Q = PW and consider T n Q;" , that is the set of words y n 2 Y n , whose type P y n satis es jP y n(y) ? Q(y)j " for y 2 Y:
It is well{known that for everyŴ with PŴ = Q W ? (T n Q;" ) c jx n exp ?f(")n for some f(") > 0; if x n 2 T n P : (2. 3)
It su ces therefore to consider any y n 2 T n Q;" and to consider for it the set X(y n ) = x n 2 T n P : W n (y n jx n ) > 0 :
Let the joint type of (x n ; y n ) be denoted by P Ŵ x n and de ne X P;Ŵ = x n : P x n = P;Ŵ x n =Ŵ :
It is well{known that 6 jX P;Ŵ j = exp n H(XjŶ ) + o(n) ; (2.6) if the pair of RV's (X;Ŷ ) has distribution P Ŵ . Since
and since there are only polynomially many types, (2.6) and (2.7) imply jX(y n )j = exp n max
Now, a codeword is selected from X(y n ) with a probability smaller than jX(y n )jjT n P j ?1 , which in turn is smaller than exp ?n I(X^Y ) + o(n) .
For the expected value of the random erasure probability P er (U 1 ; : : :; U N ) we get with ( We continue with the converse part. If C is a code of block length n and erasure probability , then 1 n log jCj = 1 n H(X n ); (2.9) 7 where X n has uniform distribution P (n) over C , and since for anyŴ (n) W n , P (n)Ŵ (n) = P (n) W n , the erasure probability is the same we obtain from Fano's Lemma H(X n jŶ n ) h( ) + log jCj:
Finally, (2.9) and (2.10) yield 1 n log jCj 1 n I(X n^Y n ) + 0( ) C er + 0( ): We complete the proof by letting go to zero.
(ii) For the direct part we select M codewords at random as before. We estimate now the last quantity from above.
Let P = P(c; Y; n) be the set of all joint types P c;y n . For every P V 2 P de ne the generated set G V (c) = fy n 2 Y n : P c;y n = P V g:
Then we have
(2.14)
We estimate now the average list size for y n 2 G V (c) . We obtain for y n 2 G V (c) by (2.8) jX(y n )j = exp n max PŴ=PV;Ŵ W H(XjŶ ) + o(n) : (2.15) or in terms of distributions jX(y n )j = exp n max PŴ=PV;Ŵ W H(ŴjP) + o(n) . 8 Each element of this set is selected as a codeword with probability exp ?n H(P) + o(n) . Therefore the average list size for y n 2 G V (c) is at most exp ?n and the direct part is proved.
For the converse part, let C X n be a code with average list size 1 + and size jCj = M :
W n (y n jc)`(y n ) = 1 + ; (2.18) where Y (n) = y n 2 Y n :`(y n ) 1 .
De ne X n as in the previous converse proof and denote its distribution by P (n) . Then 1 n log M = 1 n H(X n ) = 1 n H(P (n) ) and X x n 2X n P (n) (x n ) X y n 2Y (n) W n (y n jx n )`(y n ) = 1 + : (2.19) We establish a connection to information quantities by showing rst that for any W (n) X x n P (n) (x n ) X y n 2Y (n) W (n) (y n jx n ) log`(y n ) D(W (n) kW n jP (n) ) + log(1 + ): (2.20) 9 Clearly, by Jensen's inequality ? E expfZg expfEZg
W (n) (y n jx n ) exp ? log W (n) (y n jx n ) W n (y n jx n )
W (n) (y n jx n ) log W (n) (y n jx n ) W n (y n jx n ) 1 (y n )
W (n) (y n jx n ) log`(y n ) 9 = ;
and thus (2.20) holds. Next observe that for everyŴ n with P (n)Ŵ n = P (n) W (n)
H(X n jŶ n ): Minimisation over W (n) (which corresponds toW n ) andŴ n completes the proof.
(iii) This follows directly from the two de nitions of the kinds of codes. Namely, if C has average list size 1 + then Y er has probability at most . Remark 3: Notice that (2.19) is the substitute for Fano's inequality. 10 3. Capacities for low noise channels
For small " W " , de ned in (1.9), is the prototype of a low noise channel. We know that for its erasure capacity C er (") and for its average list capacity C a`( ") we have only the characterisations in terms of \non{single letter" information quantities of Theorem 1 in Section 2. However, if we know the limits K er = lim "!0 C er (") and K a`= lim
then we have a certain knowledge also about the unknown quantities. Let us use the abbreviations C n er (") = max
Then Theorem 1 says that C er (") = lim n!1 C n er (") and C a`( ") = lim n!1 C n a`( ") (3.4) and by (3.1) we have However, the existence of the limits in (3.1) or (3.5) is not at all obvious. We introduce therefore the lower limits K er = lim "!0 C er (") and K a`= lim "!0 C a`( ") 11 and the corresponding upper limits K er and K a`. Finally let C de (") be the (zero{error) detection capacity of W " . Since it is independent of " for " 2 (0; 1) we simply write C de . It is the key quantity for our limits.
Theorem 2.
(i) K a`=Ka`= C de (ii) K er K er = C de Remarks 4: We conjecture that K er exists and equals C de . Su cient for this would be the continuity of C er in " or that C n er (") is non{increasing in " , because then K er K er . 5: Inspection of the proofs below shows that all lower bounds by C de remain valid, if we replace W " by any matrix V " with V " W " and V " (xjx) 1 ? " for x 2 X . Proof: We conclude with (iii) in Theorem 1 that C n er (") C n a`( "); C er (") C a`( ") (3.7) and therefore also that K er K a`; K er K a`; andK er K a`: (3.8)
We have by (3.2) and (3.3) the monotonicity properties C 2 i er (") is non{decreasing in i (3.9) and C 2 i a`( ") is non{decreasing in i: (3.10) These properties imply that K er K er and K a` K a`: (3.11)
In the light of (3.11) the proof of (i) in Theorem 2 is complete after we have shown that 1.K a` C de and 2. K a` C de . After we have established (i), by (3.8) and (3.11) it su ces for the proof of (ii) to show that 3.K er C de .
Proof of 1. Recall thatK Proof of 2. We know from the proof of Theorem 1 (see (2.16) and (2.17)) that there are codes C (n) (") with average list size 1 + (n) and rate 1 n log jC (n) (")j K a`? n (") , where lim n!1 (n) = 0 and lim n!1 n (") = 0 .
The probability of the output set C (n) (") is
Therefore the average list size over this set iŝ
jC (n) (")j W n (y n jc)`(y n ) (1?") ?n ? 1+ (n) = :
Let C 1 be the subset of C (n) (") , which has list size at most 2 . The cardinality of C 1 is at least 1 2 jC (n) (")j . Randomly select a subcode of C 1 of cardinality 1 2 jC (n) (")j(1 ? ") n (1 + (n)) ?1 expf?"ng . The list size of a codeword in this subcode 13 is not 1 with probability expf?"ng . Deleting those codewords whose list size is greater than 1 results in a code of cardinality in average at least 1 ? 1 ? expf?"ng . This is a detection code and this leads to C de K a`? n (") + log(1 ? ") ? 1 n log(1 + (n)) ? " ? o(1):
Letting n go to in nity and then " go to zero gives
Proof of 3. For xed n let P (n) " be the optimal distributions and let W (n) " be the optimal stochastic matrices in the de nition of C (n) (") . By compactness there exists a null{sequence (" k ) 1 k=1 such that
By the continuity of the mutual information function I we obtain
and since for xed n C (n) er is continuous in " lim "!0 C (n) er (") = I(P (n) ; W (n) ): It is also easy to see that P (n) W (n) = P (n) : (3.14) Also, any W (n) with P (n) W (n) = P (n) satis es I(P (n) ; W (n) ) I(P (n) ; W
): We nd now a blocklength nN detection code by randomly and independently selecting M codewords in X nN according to the PD (P (n) ) N .
We choose M = exp NI(P (n) ; W (n) ) ? nN : The list size for a codeword selected is in average M exp ?NI(P (n) ; W (n) )+o(Nn) + 1 = 1+expf? nNg , because (2.17) holds. By deleting codewords with list size at least 2 we obtain a detection code of size at least M ? 1 ? expf? nNg . This concludes the proof. 4 . The identification capacity for zero{error probability of misrejection We recall the de nitions given at the end of the Introduction. Theorem 3. For every DMC the zero{error second order identi cation capacity C oid equals the rst order zero{error erasure capacity for transmission C er .
Remark 6: The results about C er in the previous sections are now also of interest for identi cation.
Proof: Let C (n) be an optimal erasure code of length n with maximal erasure probability P er of the order 1 n . We know that lim n!1 1 n log jC (n) j = C er : Let fC i : 1 i Ng be a collection of subcodes of C (n) with the following properties:
1. jC i j = jC To estimate the second kind of error probability P ma let Y er be the erasure region of the original code C (n) . Obviously D i \ D j Y er (i 6 = j) and P ma max i6 =j X x n P j (x n ) X y n 2D i W n (y n jx n ) P er + 2 n . To prove the converse part, we consider again X(y n ) = x n : W n (y n jx n ) > 0 :
We have for any P 2 P(X n ) and any V with PV = PW n and V W n X x n ;y n P(x n )V (y n jx n ) log V (y n jx n ) PV (y n ) = X y n ;x n 2X(y n ) P(x n )V (y n jx n ) log V (y n jx n )P(x n ) PV (y n )P(x n ) X y n PV (y n ) log PV (y n ) PV (y n )P(X (y n )) (by the log{sum inequality) = X y n PW n (y n ) log 1 P(X (y n )) :
Therefore I(P; W n ) = min V :PV =PW n ;V W n X x n ;y n P(x n )V (y n jx n ) log V (y n jx n )
PV (y n ) X y n PW n (y n ) log 1 P(X (y n )) : (4.1) By Chebychev's inequality and (4.1)
PW n ? y n : P(X (y n )) < exp ?I(P; W n ) ? n" I(P; W n ) I(P; W n ) + n" : (4.2) De ne Y = y n : P(X (y n )) expf?I(P; W n ) ? n"g and notice that by (4.2) PW n (Y ) n" I(P; W n ) + n" , ; say. Now randomly select a code C of cardinality exp I(P; W n ) + 2n" according to the PD P such that di erent codewords are selected independently. Associate with the random set C Y(C ) = y n : 9x n 2 C with W n (y n jx n ) > 0 :
Notice that for any y n 2 Y where supp(P) = x n : P(x n ) > 0 . Since for any i , I(P i ; W n ) nC er ? o(n) we get for Y i = y n : P i (X (y n )) expf?nC er ? n"g P i W n (Y i ) " C er + " = ; say.
Since for every i we can nd a subcode C i of supp(P i ) with
we conclude that
We see that for i 6 = j also C i 6 = C j , because otherwise
and this contradicts the fact that
The total number of codes of cardinality exp n(C er +2") is at most jX n j exp n(C er +2") .
Since lim n!1 1 n log log jX n j exp n(C er +2") = C er + 2"; letting " go to zero proves the converse. 17 
Concluding remarks
We mention here some connections to other work and also further directions of research. P(x n ):
It should be noted, however, that Forney's bound is tight in the limit (n ! 1) .
A rigorous and simple proof of the converse was shown to us by I. Telatar. 2. The quantity I(P; W) de ned in Section 2 is not convex in P , whereas I(P; W)
is. We therefore alternatively suggest to take the upper envelope. and call it \lower information". It is a quantity of some operational signi cance, which naturally arises in time{ sharing arguments. In terms of random variables X; Y we write for it also I L (XŶ ) . It can be shown to be symmetric in X and Y . H L (XjY ) = H(X)?I L (X^Y ) is then the \upper conditional entropy". For an extension of our work to multi{user models one can use a calculus of these quantities.
3. It seems that the study of low noise channels should be rewarding also, if the usual probabilistic error criteria are used. In some instances non{single{letter characterisation may become computable in the limit " ! 0 .
4. In 3] it was shown that C er equals the ordinary channel capacity C , if the following condition holds:
For` 2 there don't exist x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x`2 X , x`+ 1 = x 1 , and y 1 ; : : :; y`2 Y with W(y i jx i ) > 0; W(y i jx i+1 ) > 0 for i = 1; : : :;`:
This condition is not necessary for C er = C to hold. We have a complete characterisation of this equality for the case min ? jXj; jYj = 2 .
5. Since in 4] the zero{error capacity of a DMC has been shown to equal the maximal error capacity of an associated arbitrarily varying channel (AVC) with 0{1{ matrices only, there have developed more connections between zero error problems and AVC{theory. One line of investigations, starting with the discoveries of the \worst channel" for binary output AVC's in 5] and the \maximum probability decoder" in 6], studies the performance of seemingly simple decoding rules such as minimum distance decoding 
